Effects of phase aberration on high frame rate imaging.
A high frame-rate (HFR) imaging method (about 3750 frames/s for imaging of biological soft tissues at a depth of 200 mm) has been developed recently with limited diffraction beams. This method uses the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) to construct images, and can be implemented with simple and inexpensive hardware, compared to the conventional delay-and-sum method where a digital beam former is usually used. In this paper, phase aberration effects are studied for both the high frame rate and the conventional methods by adding random phase shifts to echo signals obtained from an experiment. In the study, two broadband linear arrays were used to construct images of an ATS 539 tissue-equivalent phantom that has a frequency-dependent attenuation of about 0.5 dB/MHz/cm. The first array has 48 elements, a central frequency of 2.25 MHz, an aperture of 18.288 mm, and a width of 12.192 mm in elevation. The second has 64 elements, a central frequency of 2.5 MHz, and a dimension of 38.4 mm x 10 mm. The-6dB pulse-echo bandwidth of both arrays is about 40% of their center frequencies. Radiofrequency (RF) signals were digitized at 20 mega samples/s at a 12-bit resolution to construct images. Results show that phase aberration has about the same effect on both methods in terms of image resolution and contrast, although the high frame-rate method can be implemented with a simpler system.